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PH5’S 2022 
SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT. 
WE ARE SELF 
ASSESSING BUT 
WANT TO BE 
TRANSPARENT. 

IMPROVING

SLOWLY IMPROVING

STALLED, NO  IMPROVEMENTS IN MOTION

NO CHANGES NEEDED (SO FAR)



TRACEABILITY

EMISSIONS

WATER & 
CHEMICALS WASTE

MATERIALS

WORKERS 
RIGHTS

We’ve been unable to measure our carbon emissions 
scientifically this year. However, we continue to be 100% 
transparent about our supply chain.

Although we do not have scientific measurements, we know 
we’ve reduced overseas shipping by signing America’s first 
Black-Owned warehouse in Georgia. We’ve also switched 
our packaging to biodegradable.

We continue to use yarns that require approximately 50% 
less water to produce, as well as introducing a micoplastics 
free yarn in our FW22 collection. But we still have a big 
microplastics problem.

We’ve greatly reduced packaging and waste, however we 
have not found a way to offer a circular experience for our 
garments. We are asking  for help in this area as we need 
partners around the world to assist with this.

Regenerative agricultural materials are still not readily 
available in the market and we took a hit last season not 
being able to meet production minimums for a responsible 
version of a yarn group.

We make sure to increase wages as cost of living increases 
around the world. We also bring in new and more diverse 
partners, but our core team has not changed.

SUMMARY



Since we launched in 2014, we’ve worked hard to reimagine the possibilities of knitwear and have been 

fortunate enough to introduce new techniques through our seasonal collections and special projects. Our 

work centers around the use of technology and what we dub our knitwear laboratory, which is where we 

incubate new ideas alongside our team of computer engineers and technicians who are advanced in the 

coding necessary to develop and produce our zero-waste designs. 

We’ve been the small but mighty voices actively looking for other exciting companies to partner with, mainly 

those developing alternative materials like pumpkin, seaweed and mushrooms, but are often overlooked in 

favor of the large corporations who demand exclusivity. Despite not securing these secondary partners yet 

we’ve stayed at the forefront of sustainability by developing garments that are less impactful on the planet 

all while examining the entire lifespan of our process and products. Through researching and compiling 

our own sustainability report for the second year in a row, we hope to continue to raise awareness and find 

opportunities to collaborate and innovate with the fashion industry as a whole. We need everyone’s support to 

help highlight what we do and help us find innovative companies and people to collaborate with. 

For our Sustainbility Report Year 2 we will be updating on our progress from our last report, published on 

Earth Day 2021.

WE’RE MOVING SLOWLY 
AND STEADILY. BUT 
NEED TO SPEED UP



APRIL

JUNE
MAY

PUBLISHED FIRST 
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

RESORT 22 IS MADE WITH 100% 
OF GARMENTS INCLUDING 
RESPONSIBLY SOURCED 
MATERIALS. FEATURED A BLACK 
MODEL (THE BEAUTIFUL JACKIE)
IN OUR LOOKBOOK FOR THE 
FIRST TIME

ADDED A RESPONSIBLE 
BANNER TO ECOM TO BE 
MORE TRANSPARENT WITH 
CUSTOMERS

EARTH DAY T-SHIRT PROCEEDS 
PLANTED 2300+ TREES WITH 
ONE TREE PLANTED

JULY
SIGNED WITH AMERICA’S FIRST 
BLACK-OWN FULFILLMENT 
CENTER. UPGRADED TO 
MAILERS THAT ARE 100% 
HOME COMPOSTABLE.

AUG
SEPT
JOINED WWD GREEN INITIATIVE

UPGRADED OUR TOTE BAGS TO 
HOME COMPOSTABLE POLYBAGS

NOV
DONATED 140 TREES DURING 
BLACK FRIDAY SALE. ENGAGED 
WITH AND PAID TWO COLLEGE 
STUDENT ARTISTS TO HELP 
WITH OUR FW22 CREATIVE 
AS PART OF OUR EFFORT TO 
SUPPORT THE YOUNG DESIGN 
COMMUNITY. 

DEC
COMMITTED TO DONATING 1 
TREE PER PRODUCT SOLD ON 
OUR ECOM STARTING JANUARY 
1ST, 2022

JAN
 LAUNCHED DESIGNS USING 
“SORONA” TO ELIMINATE 
PLASTICS FROM CERTAIN 
PRODUCTS. “STAY ON EARTH” 
FW22 COLLECTION 87% 
RESPONSIBLY SOURCED.  

FEB
STARTED CONVERSATIONS WITH 
A TECH STARTUP SPECIALISING 
IN KELP BASED YARNS

MARCH
PUBLISHED OUR SECOND 
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

APRIL

THIS YEAR

T
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E
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TRACEABILITY

LAST YEAR VS 
THIS YEAR.

Tier 1: Same supply chain vendors and structure as last year. For those familiar 

with PH5, you may remember Wei’s mom owns and runs the factory that 

develops and produces all of PH5. This means our supply chain is pretty straight 

forward.

Tier 2 &3: We continue to not dye, tan or print on our garments. When we have 

design needs to dye or print on our garments, we turned to coding. For example, 

for SS22 and FW22 collections, we computer coded digital tie dye and digital 

spray paint graphics instead of actually dying and printing on our garments. 

Tier 4: Same yarn vendors. 

1. UPW
2. Yarns and Colors Consignee
3. Winning
4. Xin Xing
5. Lian Da
6. Jiu Cai
7. Tong Fa Zhan
8. Jia Xin

TARGET A: TRACEABILITY - BY 2020:

No improvements. We  wanted to sign up for the HIGG Brand and Retail Module 

however we did not have the manpower to finish the assessment which consists 

of hundred of questions that we have to answer and would take up to 225 hours 

to complete. Also, it’s a subscription based platform, and could not fit in our 

2021 budget. We hope to make more headway in scientifically measuring our 

emissions and impact in the new year, however many of the ways to do this are 

prohibitively expensive.

We joined the WWD Green Design Force (GDF) last Summer, one of the initial 35 

members of designers who are committed to lead sustainability in fashion. GDF 

emphasizes the implementation of carbon reduction and climate strategies as 

well as collaborative industry governance.

TARGET B: DISCLOSURE - BY 2022:



EMISSIONS

LAST YEAR VS 
THIS YEAR.

Our factory continues to be powered by hydro electricity

Our team runs their operations on carbon offset electricity

We have not travelled much yet but in the lead up to NYFW and beyond we 

will be carbon offseting all flights (we know this is a pay to pollute option but 

completely restricting flights is still a detrimental option for our brand).

Since November 2021, we switched from the fabric tote bag to biodegradable 

poly bag. Going from fabric tote bag to biodegradable polybag is a huge step, 

as it saves up to 10,000 fabric bags a year which were made from synthetic 

materials. Additionally, we are now using BetterPackaging ecom mailers when 

we ship from our US warehouse, and  when shipping from our China warehouse, 

we use a FSC certified cardboard box. 

SCOPE 1-3: OUR DIRECT EMISSIONS

PURCHASED GOODS & SERVICES

We signed a warehouse in Georgia that handles half of our US and Canada 

shipping to help reduce carbon footprint. We shipped via FedEx 2nd to avoid 

shipping via planes. We have had difficulties working with this new warehouse, 

and so it is not handling majority of our shipping yet, we are hoping to grow their 

capacity this year. 

Last year, we said that we would be dedicating a section on our website to 

providing information on the best way to recycle, or dispose of our products. 

Unfortunately, we didn’t accomplish this task.  It was, and still is our goal to be 

able to implement a repair and upcycle service in the future, but need help to 

understand the logistical implications. 

TRANSPORTATION

USE OF SOLD PRODUCTS



WATER & 
CHEMICALS

LAST YEAR VS 
THIS YEAR.

We continue to use yarns that require 50% less water than traditional fibres, and 

utilise washing facilities that recycle 60% of their water and treat the other 40%.

We have not been able to replace our usage of synthetic yarns in the past year, 

but we were actively looking into solutions for the  micro plastics problem. For 

FW22 we replaced 6% of our styles with zero plastic yarns so they will not expel 

microplastics. We aim to increase this for all future collections, although there is 

currently no science based aim for eliminating microplastics, even companies 

like Patagonia continue to utilise synthetic materials.

We came across a company called Guppyfriend, which is a bag that filters 

microfibers during washing. However, we later discovered that Guppyfriend is 

not usable for tumbling drying, the largest culprit of microplastic creation. We 

need the drying process to return garments to their original form after distortion 

in the washing process. We will continue looking into solutions this year. 

TARGET A: WATER USE

TARGET D: MICROFIBRE POLLUTION

We have sent surveys to our main yarn suppliers who have pointed towards 

corporate policies of water polution management but have yet to recieve hard 

facts.

All our yarns continue to be OEKO-TEX® tested for hazardous chemicals.

TARGET B: HARMFUL POLLUTION

TARGET C: HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS

On a side note, according to an article by The Guardian, Prof Richard Thompson, cautioned 
that “filters would not solve the problem of plastic microfibers alone. ‘We have also shown that 
around 50% of all fiber emission occurs while people are wearing the clothing.’



MATERIALS

LAST YEAR VS 
THIS YEAR.

We were at 91% responsibly sourced in Fall Winter 2021, 100% in Resort 2022, 

and 100% in Spring Summer 2022. We were aiming for 100% for Fall Winter 

2022, however, we ran into an issue with a nylon yarn. We are unable to meet the 

production minimum for the recycled version and had to settle with virgin nylon 

instead. As a result, we only achieved 87% responsible yarn in Fall Winter 2022. 

Overall we are at 93% responsibly sourced for the last four collections. We will 

maintain this level and hoping by 2023 we will reach 100% every season.

We introduced Sorona to our material mix in Fall Winter 2022, and will continue 

using more Sorona. Sorona is a plant based substitute for polyester, a yarn we 

discovered last year and have been testing ever since. It replaces polyester, 

which thereby eliminates micro plastics in our garments. 

We have continued using EcoVero viscose and recycled viscose to replace virgin 

viscose. Because viscose is the most frequently used yarn, this replacement 

significantly bumps up our responsible sourcing percentage. 

On our ecom, we added “Responsible” badges to products that contain 

responsibly sourced yarns. 

This was a target to reach 100% by 2030. We continue to use GOTS certified 

cotton and RWS merino wool, however we have not been able to switch as our 

suppliers have not begun supplying regenerative yarns.

Virgin polyester continues to be approximately 15% of our collections in the form 

of lycra which increases the longevity of our pieces. We are currently speaking 

with a tech startup to test out their kelp-based yarns as a replacement of viscose 

for our future collections.

TARGET A: PREFERRED MATERIALS

TARGET B: REGENERATIVE 
AGRICULTURE

TARGET C: RECYCLED POLYESTER
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* Our definition of “responsible” product is that 50% of the composition is certified organic, 
lower impact or recycled. For example, Ecovero Viscose & GOTS cotton.
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PERCENTAGE OF 
RESPONSIBLY 
SOURCED 
MATERIALS

MATERIAL COMPOSITION- 
TOP 6 YARNS OF THE 
LAST 4 SEASONS

46% - 83% RECYCLED VISCOSE, 17% ELASCOSE

17% - 72% ECOVERO VISCOSE, 28% POLYESTER

14% - 83% RECYCLED VISCOSE, 17% ELASCOSE + 100% RECYCLED RAYON

13% - 92% RECYCLED NYLON, 8% RECYCLED SPANDEX

6% - 83% RECYCLED VISCOSE, 17% ELASCOSE + 70% RECYCLED NYLON, 30% POLYESTER

4% - 83% RECYCLED VISCOSE, 17% ELASCOSE + 55% RECYCLED NYLON, 45% POLYESTER
+ 100% RECYCLED RAYON



WORKERS 
RIGHTS

LAST YEAR VS 
THIS YEAR.

We have not hired interally in the last 12 months and hence have not increased 

internal diversity. We are also yet to formalise a diversity hiring policy. We will 

complete this before hiring internally.

Our factory continues to be owned by Wei’s mother Mrs. Cheng. Though work 

involves business Mrs. Chang feels it’s her business to care for everyone as she 

herself worked her way up from the factory floor-- this is what makes every PH5 

victory no matter the size so meaningful, because we are all a team and rooting 

for each other.
Inflation is on the rise globally, over the last 12 months, we have adjusted 

payments to our internal and external partners to match the rate of inflation. 

TARGET A: CORPORATE STRATEGY

TARGET C: LIVING WAGES

Over the last 12 months, we’ve added more external partners in logistics, 

graphic design, interior design, PR, wholesale, photography, stylist, model, and 

videography. We’ve commissioned college students to work on various projects 

with us. We’ve always made sure to pay them fairly and make sure that they 

get something out of this experience. We featured a black model (the beautiful 

Jackie) in our Resort 22 lookbook for the first time. We also featured a curve 

model (the beautiful Alicia) in our SS22 campaign shoot. We also partnered with 

America’s first black-owned logistics company in Georgia.

TARGET B: PURCHASING PRACTICES



WASTE

LAST YEAR VS 
THIS YEAR.

Packaging: Since August 2021, we’ve decided to use Better Packaging’s 

comPOST mailer to ship our ecom orders out of our Georgia warehouse. It is a 

certified home compostable, fully biodegradable mailing satchel partly made 

from plant.  And since November 2021, we switched from our fabric tote bag to 

certified biodegradable polybag of the same material as the comPOST. As of 

now, none of our packaging has polyester, and all our packaging are either FSC 

certified and recyclable, or biodegradable and home compostable.  

Landfill waste: We haven’t thrown anything away yet. And last November, we ran 

our biggest Black Friday sales in history and were able to reduce our old stock by 

approximately 10%. 

A huge mistake we made last year is that we overproduced our Resort 2022 and 

PJ5 collections, and right now we still have a lot of stock on hand. 

We’ve continued to repurpose excess yarns into waterbottle holders as gifts. 

We launched a pre-order on our first petwear capsule and avoided stocking 

unnecessary inventory. We still haven’t mastered the pre-order system, but we 

will continue trying this business model in the hope that eventually we could 

eliminate more production waste. 

TARGET A: WASTE TO LANDFILL & 
PLASTIC PACKAGING

TARGET B: WASTE FREE PRODUCTION

We have made no headway here. To take clothing back would be extremely 

costly and also carbon intensive to ship back and forth as we do not have a 

physical global presence. We continue to look for solutions, but really need the 

help of the industry at large.

We’ve been using TheRealReal for selling our samples to find a second life for 

them. We have added a page on our website for tips to prolonging our garments 

and what to do when you’re ready to part with them.

TARGET C: CIRCULAR BUSINESS 
MODEL



      AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT 
OUTSIDE THE SIX PILLARS

Our Fall Winter 2022 collection was themed “Stay on Earth” to inspire 

our audience to actively incorporating more holistic means of living and 

improving the ways we treat our planet. This was meant as a means of having a 

conversation with the industry and our community, to hold the rich & powerful 

people as well as governments to account. They must do better.

Starting Spring Summer 2022 collection, with the help of one of our wholesale 

partner SSENSE, we’ve added size XL offering to some of our core styles. This 

is a huge move for us because adding more size offering means additional 

production cost and inventory management. Although this sounded like a 

good move, we’ve failed to communicate it to our customers and therefore we 

haven’t sold much of our XL inventory. While we have tried to communicate this 

to our community we have yet to see a large take up in size XL despite it being a 

constant request.

In the last 12 months, with the help of our ecom customers, we’ve donated 

2,440 trees to One Tree Planted , an non-profit organization focused on global 

reforestation. 

Starting January 1st, 2022 we’ve become an official planting business partner on 

their ONE-FOR-ONE program, where we will help plant one tree for every product 

sold on our ecom website. Unfortunately, we’ve been too busy to announce this 

strategic partnership with our customers, but we are announcing now to bring 

awareness to this program of ours so that collectively we can help plant more 

trees around the world. 

In the near future, we hope to also join them in one of their locations to plant 

trees ourselves and understand the process of reforestation first hand. 

DESIGN CONCEPT

SIZE INCLUSIVITY

ONE TREE PLANTED OFFICIAL PARTNERSHIP



THE BIGGEST FAILURES 
OF 2021
AMA PROJECT | We failed to maintain the momentum and continue growing her as our force in sustainability. 

It was hard to work on this project because we have no experience and expertise in CGI, and we were not able to turn 

our vision into reality. We had to put a pause on AMA end of last year due to lack of progress. (we tried to use AMA as 

a way to communicate our environmental efforts but unfortunately she became more of a distraction than a vessel)

COMMUNICATION | We have not helped our customers become more knowledgeable on these new terms 

  Responsible: products with 50% of the composition being certified organic, lower impact or recycled. 

  EcoVero Viscose: viscose made with renewable and sustainable wood from controlled sources such as FSC or 

PEFC and using eco-responsible production. 

  Sorona: Sorona a plant based substitute for polyester, thereby eliminates micro plastics in our garments. 

MICROPLASTICS | Failed to address microplastics problems (see page 9)

INTERNAL TEAM DIVERSITY | Failed to increase the diversity of our team structure (see page 11)

OVERPRODUCTION | Overproduction of two seasons that required production before final wholesale 

orders were places. (see page 12).

COLLABORATIONS | Failed to collaborate. When we launched our initial sustainability report, we thought 

we’d generated some interests that would lead to collaborating with another company on the sustainability front. 

However, although we got many amazing press and attention, we couldn’t secure a collaboration. 



WHAT’S NEXT?
DEADSTOCK |  Find a way to utilize our own deadstock and left over inventory. Garment takeback, 

repair, donation or rental only capsule programs are very difficult for us to do without requiring global 

shipping which adds back to the carbon emissions of a piece. 

We have launched our first initiative with our Peace in Ukraine tops, upcycling available stock with 

embroidery to donate all proceeds to  help families  impacted by the war in Ukraine. 

We have pitched reworking existing stock with collaborators but have yet to be able to put this in to action.

COLLABORATIONS | Push forward with collaborations for innovative solutions on sustainable 

fashion. We have researched and found potential partners, we are in the process of reaching out and finding 

projects to collaborate on.

We are speaking with a tech startup to experiment with a new 100% plant based yarn.

Increase our team diversity and product offering diversity.  

MATERIALITY | Maintain our responsible product ratio at 90% or above. 

Continue searching for solutions to microfiber or increase our usage of Sorona fiber (a substitute for 

polyester). This is a good opportunity to again reach out to the larger community to see who may be able to 

help us with this.

MEASURING | Find a way to measure our carbon footprint. So far this has proven beyond our budget 

and accessibility, but with more knowledge and desire these services will become more accessible - we are  

confident we will find a solution soon.



WE DON’T BELIEVE 
IN GATEKEEPING 
SUSTAINABILITY IN THE 
INDUSTRY - WE’RE HERE TO 
HELP AND ASK FOR HELP.

- WEI, ZOE & THE PH5 TEAM


